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THE INTERDEPENDENCE OF VARIOUS TYPES OF AUTOIGNITION AND KNOCK

By H. LOWELLOLSEN and CEAECYD. MILLER

SUMMARY

A study of the relations existing among p-n-point autoigni-
tion, homogeneous auti”gnition, and knock ha8 been made by
means of the NACA. high-speed camera and the fuh-m”sw cona-
bti”on apparatu8. High-*peed photographic records of com-
bustion, together with corresponding pressure-times traces, of
benzene, fi,l?$trimethylbutane, S–J, and ill-d fuels at w+ious
engine conditions hate shown the engine conditions under which
each of these phenamena occur and the rel.aiwn of these phe-
nomena to one anothw.

Pin-point auto&@ion was encountered w“th benzene around
the highest inlet-air temperatures and peuk-compression pre.+
sures used. ATOlunnogenmue a.utaignitwn nor knock could be
induced with benzene at any engine condition within the range
r)j the apparatus. JJW 2@,&trimethylbutane, pun-point auto-
ignition was encountered at high peak compression pressure~
with and wt”thout the occurrence of knock; no homogeneous
autoignition wax induced, but light knock did occur m-th and
without pin-point autoignitin. With %4 fuel, all three phe-
nomena were ob~erced. The knock occurredalone at fairly low
inlet-air temperatures ad law comprestim. pressures; at high
Wet-air temperatures and high compression pressures, homo-
geneous autoignition occurredfollowed by violent knock; around
the highest inlet-air temperatures and highat compression
pressures w-thin the range of the equipment, pin-pm”nt auto-
ignition appearedfollowed by homogeneousautoignition, which,
‘in turn, was followed by knock. Yiolent knock m“th S+ in
the pre8ence of large unignited end zones wa8 also ob8erred.
The iW4 referencejuel showed knock at relatively low inlet-air
temperatures and peak compression pressures. At higher
inlet-air temperatures and peak compremn”onpressures, homo-
geneous autoignition of large extent and duration always fol-
lowed by knock was obserred. No pin-point autoignition was
seen m“thM+fuel.

INTRODUCTION

The general problem of spark-ignition-engine combustion
and knock has been st uclied by the INTACAfor many years

and since 1939 a high-peed camera operating at the rate of
40,000 frames per second has been employed as a research
tool in this study. This camera haswproduced considerable
data on the knocking process and has made possible a more
mitical discussion of the various theories of spark-ignition
engine knock. A description of normal combustion, pre-
ignition, autoignition, and knock as shown by the high+peed
camera is presented in references 1 to 5. Two of the con-
clusions reached in these references are: (1) The simple”
autoignition theory is inadequate as an explanation of spark-
ignition engine knock; and (2) something resembling a
detonation wave is associated with knock, as preciously con-
cluded by the Russian investigators Sokolik and Yoinov
(reference 6). The part played by the detonation wave in
bock has been further illustrated by photographs taken
with an uItra-high-speed camera at 200,000 frames per second
(reference 7). Aa shown in reference 5, an adequate theory
of knock must encompass both detonation and autoignition.

Sevwnd distinct types of autoignition have been shown to
exist. The fit type observed with the high-speed camera
was the homogeneous autoignition presented in figure 5_of
reference 1, which appears as a gradual cha~~e in optical
properties of the entire end zone ahead of the advancing
spark-ignited flames indicating the occurrence of spontaneous
combustion in the end zone. A second type of autoignition
is reported in figure 11 of reference 4, which shows the ini-
tiation of flames at discrete points in the end zone ahead of
the advancing spark-ignited flames and -was termed “pin-
point autoignition.” A third type, shown ti figure 13 of
reference 4, consists of the propagation of a regular autoig-
nited flame front from the cylinder wall back toward the
advancing spark-ignited flames.

Heretofore the occurrence of autoignition of any type has--
al-ways been observed in the high-speed motion Tictures to
be followed by violent knock. The question whether hock
must always follow autoignition arises from consideration
of data presented by ‘iVoodbury, Lewis, and Canby (refer-
ence 8), ‘Withrow and Boyd (reference 9), and others.
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These data include photographs and pressure-time records
of combustion that is described as knocking combustion.
ln these records a sharp pressure rise near peak pressure
was interpreted as being caused by autoignition and also
as being responsible for audible knock. These records
showed no evidence of gas vibrations, which are now gener-
aIIy recognized as the usual feature of knock. An investiga-
tion of the interdepcndcmce of the vanious types of
autoigniting and knocking combustion was therefore con-
ducted to determine whether autoignition could be made
to take place without the subsequent occurrence of the
knocking reaction that gives rise to the gas vibrations,
Engine coalitions conducive to the occurrence of auto-
ignition for several fuel types were consequently sought.
‘1’he presence or absence of and the severity of the knock
corresponding to these conditions were studied. No at-
tcmp t was made at further cxplana~ion of the basic nature of
the knocking reaction. than has already been made in refer-
ences 1 to 7.

The project, unclert.akcn at the NACA Cleveland labora-
tory, involved the use of a full-view comb.nstion apparatus
(used for the first time in this investigation), the high-speed
ctimera, and the pressure-recording apparatus. More than
300 shots of high-speed photographs and accompanying
pressure-time tracsa were secured for a variety of fuels and
engine operating conditions, and these data serve as the
ex-erimen taI foundation of the present report.

The experimental work of this investigation was completed
in 1940.

APPARATUS. AND PROCEDURE

‘1’lw fuII-view combustion apparatus is a single-cylinder
spark-ignition engine of 4}f-inc.h bore and 7-inch stroke.
Figwe 1 isa sc~ematicdiagram of the f~~-vie~~ combustion

apparatus and the auxiliary equipment, The apparatus
provides for photography of the whole combustion chamber
through plnte-glass viindows that form the entire upper
surface of the cylindrical combustion chamber. Schlieren
photographs were taken of the contents of the combustion
chamber. The optical system for the schliere.n pict urea
included a concave stellitc mirror mounted on top of the
piston.

The jacket tempmature was maintained at a set value by
c.ircuIating heated ethylene glycol through the cooIing
passages of the cyI.inder head and the cylinder barrel. Com-
bustion air at any desired pressure or temperature wm con-
tinuoudy supplied to the intake port, The engine was
brought up t,o speed by means of an electric motor and then
operated under its own power for a singIe cycle by injecting
u singIe charge of fuel from a special nozzle mounted in
position A as shown in figure 1 (section M–M) and igniting
this charge by four spark plugs in positions B, C, E, and F.
The injection-advance angIe and spark-advance @e were
controlled by means of a sequence timing switch directly
connected to the crankshaft. A single-cycle switch was
placed in series with the sequence timing switch; the sequence
timing switch was therefore effective only during the selected
cycIe for which the single+ycle switch was closed. Mechani-
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tally connect ed to the single-cycle switch was a byINMSvalve
in the output circuiL of the fuel-in jocLion pump. Through
this valve the output of tho fuel-injection pump returned [0
the fuel tank except when the singh+cycle switch was closed,
at which time a single charge of fuel was injec.twl inLo (lie
combustion chamber. The sequence timing switch film
served to trip the high-speed camera shu ttcr and the prce.sure-
recording apparatus at the proper time w-ith referenco to thc
combustion.

The engine operating conditions held coneLanL during iho
investigation were m follows:

Engine speed, rpm----------------------------------- “.600L5
Jacket temperature, OF----- ----------------- ----=----.- - 240L5
Fuel-injecti6k-advance angle, degrees B. TIC------- . . . . ----- 180&5
Spark-advance angle, degrees B.T. C----------------------- 19*2

.—

OLher engine operating conditions were subject Lo variation
for test purposes, The compression ratio was chungcd by 1
using spacers of different thickness be tween the glass windows
and the cylinder head. The intake-air pressure and Tem-
perature were controlled by means of reclucing valves and
an air heater, respectively, in the line from iho lnboralury
combustion-air supply. The pefik compression pressure was

f

measured” wit h a maximum-pressure gage, tihich rophmu.i a
spark plug before the actual run. was made. Tho fuel-air
ratio -was “controlled by ricljusting the output. of the fud
pump, but, because insufficient time was availablo for com-
plete vaporization and mixing of the fueI, the ratio of fuel
vapor to air in the burning charge is known only to a rough
approximation,
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The high-speed camera is fully described in reference 10.
The optical system external to the camera -was somewhat
different from that previously used and is illustrated dia-
gramnmt ically in figure 2. Lght, originating at a source

Mrror ---- [/?
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------ %herkal sfeLWe m+or

FIGURE2.-Schemotic diagram of optksl syatsm extefns.1to csmers.

near the camera Iens, was directed by mirror M into the
comb ust ion chamber to impinge on a concave stdIit e mirror
fastened to the piston top. The stellite mimer reflected the
light back to M and thence to the objective lens of the camera.
The light source and camera objective lens were so placed
that the spherical stelIite mirror formed an image of the light
source on the objective lens. The peripheqy of the objective
Iens acted as a schlieren stop and the entire optical system
functioned as a schlieren system of low sensitivity. The light
passing through the objective Iens produced a sohlieren
photograph of the cent ent.s of the combustion chamber cm
the film in the high-speed camera. This optical system had
the dual admmt age of eliminating the need for a large,
higkdy corrected sc.hlieren lens and of elimimt ing pieton-
mirror breakage by substituting the d~able stdlit~ mirror
for the glass mirrors formerly used in the work reported in
references 1 to 5 and reference 7.

The pressure-recording apparatus utilized a quart-z crystal
piezoeIectric pickup as the pressure-sensitive element.; the
picl.mp was mounted in the opening designated D in @u.re 1.
The output from this pickup was fed inta a very stable alter-
nat~~-current ampIifier whose frequency response is practi-
cally flat from 2 cycles per second to 30,000 cycles per second.
The amplifier was specifically designed for this work and has
been fully described by Krebs and Dallas (reference II).
The output from the amplifier was conmect.ed directly to the
vertical deffection plates of a cathode-ray osciUograph tube;
the vertical deflection of the light spot on the oscillograph
screen was therefore made directly proportional to the pres-
sure in the combustion chamber. The horizontal sweep
circuit of the oscillograph was not used; an accurate linear
time scaIe was established by using a rotating-drum camera
driven by a synchronous motor, and focusing an image of
the spot of light from the fluorescent screen on the h caxried
by the rotating drum. The pressure-time traces therefore
have accurate vertical pressure scales and accurate horizontal
time scales. The linear speed of the film carried past the

stationary Iight-spot image by the rotating drum was 500
inches per second.

The combustion apparatus, the camera, and the film drum
were started at such times bhat the opwwting speeds of these
instruments were reached nearly simultaneously: The
singIe~ycle s-witch was then operated and, during the rasult-
i~~ power cycle, a high-speed motion picture and a pressure-
time record of the combustion were obtained. This whole
process is referred to M a “run. ”

PRESENTATION OF THE DATA

The data presented in this paper consist of seven high-
speed motion pictures of combustion together with the corre-
sponding pressure-time records (figs. 3 to 16), which are
representative of a huge amount of data. Certain features
common to all the data will be pointed out befori &detailed
presentation is undertaken.

The high-speed motion pictures are presented as positive
prints (figs. 3, 5, 7,9, 11, 13, and 15). The individual frames
are arranged in consecutive order in rows and coh[mns begin-
ning at the left end of the top row and terminating at the
right end of the bottom row. The rows are let tered begin-
ning at the top, and the ccduro.na are numbered beginning
at the left; reference to any particular frame of the &m-e b
accomplished by giving the row-letter and column-nu”rnb&
appropriate e to the frame in question. For example, the fourth”
frame in the second row is designated frame B-4, and so
forth.

The positions of the spark plugs me marked in frame A-1
of each of Qures 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, and 15 by letters corre-
sponding to the let tms appearing in the combustion-chamber
cross section-of frame 1 (seeticm M-M). These letters serve .~,__
to orient the pictures with reference to the actual app~fitti.

The pictures were taken by the schliere.n method; therefore,
in accordance with previous interpretations (reference 1], the
dark mottkd areas are believed to indicate regions -of the,._
charge in which combustion is in progress. The light area
not yet reached in any particular frame by the mottled zon~”” “-‘“
in their travel amay from the spark-plug positions is inter-
preted as unignited charge; whereas the Iight areas behind
the mottled zones are thought to indicate regions in which
the burning is complete. The three smaIl circrdar black
spots appearing in every hme, except when. obliterated by
mottled zone, are caused by machine screws that hold the
stellite mirror to the piston top. A ghost image, caused
by an irregularity in the curve of the steIIite mirror, appears
near the center of the field of wiew as a bright spot when Jhis -.,
region is covered by mot tied zone. This ghost image is most
clearly seen in row E of figure 5, but it. is present in alI the
high+peed motion pictures presented and should be con-
sidered to have no relation to- the combustion phenomena” in .
the interpretation of the picturw.

The pressure-time records corresponding to the high-
speed photographs are presented as positive projection prints
(figs. 4,6,8,10,12,14, and 16). The prints, Like the original
negatives, have linear vertical pressure scales and linear
horizontal time scaIes, the deflection for a given pressure
change being the same on each iigure. In each record the
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horizontal straight line is a reference line whose vertical
position comesponds to the average cylinder pressure for
the motoring cycle. The times of occtirrence of ignition
sparks and timing sparks are indicated by breaks in the
traces. The time corresponding to the occurrence of the
timing spark on the high-speed motion pictures is indicated
by T--ori those figures where the timing spark occurred’ on
the portiion of the film presented (figs, 3 and 7). Other
small breaks that occur on some of the pressure-time traces
are caused by extraneous disturbances and are not combus-
tion phenomena.

The operating conditions and results of the seven com-
bustion runs are shown in table 1. The knock intensity was
determined by inspection of the maximum amplitude of the
knocking vibration observed on the pressure trace, The
pictures presented are representative of the combustion
observed under the stated conditions. With the except.iort
of figures 15 and 16, the pictures are ako represents tive of
the combustion occurring under the highest inlet-air tem-
perature and. peak compression pressures used for the
various fueIs. The highest values of the peak compression
pressures and inlet-air temperatures used were limited, for
benzene, 2,3,3 -trimcthylkmtane, and S-4 fuels, by the
strength of the apparatus and the capacity of the air heat era.
The highest values of the peak compression pressures and
inlet-air temperatures used for M-4 fuel were Iimited by the
violence of the knock.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

High-speed motion pictures were taken of the combustion
of benzene;- 2,2,3 -trimethyIbutane, S-4, and M-4 fuels at
engine conditions conducive to swrious types of autoignit.ion
and knock.

Pin-point autoignition without knock.-A high-speed
motion picture of. the combustion of benzene in the full-view
combustion apparatus is shown in figure 3. The charge wm.
ignited by four spark ph~gs placed at positions B, C, E, and
F. Frame A-1 shows the position of the flames 93 frames
after the time of ignition. The dark markings appearing
at H in frame A-1 arid in similar positions in succeeding
frames are deposits of carbon on the stelliti mirror from a
previous run and shouId be disregarded. .These dark mark-
ings are much intensified in frames A-9 to A-11. The
reason for this intensitka.tion is mknown, but from A-12
on the spots appear the same m in A–1, showing that no real
change occurred. The phenomena in the pictures that are
int8rpretid as combustion phenomena exhibit a continuously
changing visual aspect. The flames appear as roughly cir-
cular mot tied bands spreading from centers at the spark-
plug positions. The plugs were fired simultaneously, but
the development of the flame marked C in frame A-1 is
considerably reLarded in comparison with the development
of the other three flames, perhaps because of a locally lean
or rich mixture ratio in the region H. The development of
the flames after frame A-1 is readiIy visible. By frame
F-1 O flamw had swept across the entire area of the combus-

tion chamber and the. mottIed region remaining m tlm framo
indicates the portion of the charge thaL wtis still burning.
Beyond fram” F-1 O the remaining mottIed region slowly
fades amy; the last wisp disappears at about framo H-16
and the process of normal combustio~ is thon ccmsidcrccl to
be complete.

The development of pin-point autoigniti~n, sin~ilrir to [lmL
seen in figure 11 of reference 4, is first visiMo in tho origimd
negatives in frames D-3 to D-6 as a tiny bhudr doL ahmd of
the advancing spark-ignited flames; because of untivoidublo
loss of detaiI in the htilf-tone reproductions this black doL
may “appear t.o develop later than frames D-3 10 D-6 in (ho
half tones. The position of this doL is indicated in framo
D-6 by an arrow. In subsequent frames tho flamo slowly
spreacls from this point of ignition to form a rougldy circu]ar
patch of mottled zone, which then merges with lho flamg
advancing from spark plug B. New pin points of auto-
ignition appear in frames D-12, D-13, D-16, and E-3; tlk

new point is d~ignated in each of these frames b-v an urrow.
Fhune syrem-ls from each of these points, eventually mrrging
with either the spark-ignited flames or with other autoignitcd
flames, unt iI the whoIe end zone has been. consumed. A
measurement of the progress of the flame fronts shows thtib
the velocity of the autoignited fhimes is very nearly tho
same as the velocity of the spark-ignited flames. From
frame F–1O to frame H-16 the mottled region fades away
gradually with no sign of an ac.celcrated rato of reticticm
such. as would accompany Iight knock. When figmw 3 is
projected as a motion picture, none of the characteristic gas :
vibration, which ordinarily accompanies knock with parritT n-
type fuels, is visible. Figure 3 is therefore a picture of tho
occumencs of autoignition wit bout the occurrence of tho
type of knock characterized by gas vibration.

Figure 4, the pressure-time record accompanying figuro 3,
shows no sign of knock and no indication of t.hc occurrence
of the autoignition. Tho increased over-all rate of burning
caused by the autoignition is so slight that-no visib]c cvidenm
of it is apparent on the trace.

In the course of this investigation, 93 records of the con~-
bust.ion of benzene were obtuined for a variety of pctik com-
pression piessures and inlet-air temperatures. Pin-point
aut oignition was obtained frequently at the highest ink t-air
temperature and peak compression pressures allowablo by
the apparatus. No sign of the type of knock that gives riso
to gas vibrations was detect.abIe in any of the bcnzcno runs.

Pin-point autoignition with knock.-Record of tho occur- )
rence of pin-point autoignit ion foHowed by lighL knork iE
presented in figure 5, which is a high-speed motion picturo
of the combustion of 2,2,3 -trimot.hylbutune. I?rmno A-1
shows the con6gurat ion of the flames 129 franlcs after the J
ignition of the charge by four spark plugs. The dark m~rk-
ings appearing ahead of the flames in framo A-1 and pweist-
ing throughout most of the picture arc a rcsiduo of carbon
from a previous run and shouhl be disregarded. Tho first
evidence of pin-point autoignition is eeen in frame B-5 as a
dot pointed out by the mrow appearing in thuL frama. AdiIi-
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FIGGBE&-Hfgh~@ motion p!cture of combustion .of benzene shawtng ocmrmme of gln-point autoi@t ion not follcnwd by knock.
. . . -.

tional points of autoignition appear in frames B-11, C-7,”
C-1 2, D-1, D-3, D-7, and D-11, as indicated by the
arrows . Flames spread do-wly and evenly from e~ch of
these points untiI, by the time frame E-8 is reached, the end
zone is completcdy consumed. By measurement of the flame
fronts, the velocity of the autoignited flames was found to
be approtirnately the same as the velocity of the sparli-

ignited flames. From frame E-8” to fmme G-8 the mottled
region gradually fades away. b acceleration in the rate
of decay of the mot tied zone is apparent, however, in fmmes
G-6 to G-8. This acceleration is the visual evidence of
the occurrence of very light vibrato~ knock and is easily
seen when the picture is projected on the motion-picture
screen.
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FIC+UBE6.—High-speed motion pietnra “ofemnbostfon of ~2,3-trImethyIbute.ne showing—ocemrence of ptn-point autolgnt~lon followwl by light knock.
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The pressure-time record for the combustion photographed
in figure 5 is shown in .figu.re 6. The trace shows the begin-
ning of mild gas vibration due to knock, indicated-in the
figure, near the region of maximum pressure. As with ben-
zene, no visible evidence of the occurrence of autoigni~ion is
seen on the trace.

Of the 32 records of tie com~st.ion of 2,2,3 -t.rimethyI-
butane obtained in this investiglii~n, I$showeci pin-point
autoignition. Of these 15, some showe~ Pin-point auto-
ignition folIowed by light vibratory knock sindar to that of
@ure 5 and others showed pin-point autoignition without
knock. No homogeneous autoignition -was observed, with
2,2,3 -trimet.hylbutane. Iimitat ions imposed by the appara-
tus prevent ed use of inlet-air temperatures rmd peak comp-
ression pressures sufficiently high to produce violent knock
with 2,2 ,3-trimethylbut ane.

Another example of the occurrence of pin-point autoigni-
tion followed by knock is presented in figure 7, which is a
high-speed motion picture of the combustion of S-4 reference
fuel. Frame A–1 WE exposed 100 frames after the ignition
of the charge by four spark plugs. The early development
of the two right-hand flames is obscured by the dark region,
resulting from poor schIieren illurnimtion of the stellit e mir-
ror, extending across the right-hand portion of the field of
vie-iv. The eor&gurations of all four spark-iited flames
become clear, however, in row C. The fit evidence of pin-
point autoignition becomes visible in frames B-8 to B–11 as
a very smrdl black dot and is indicated by the arrow in frame
B–1 1. ‘-Subsequent points of autoignition appear in frames
C–3, C-7, D-1 1, E-1, and E-8 as indicated. Aa with the two
preriou~ examples, flames spread from these ignition points
at normal-flame speed. By the time frame E-8 is reached,
a considerable fraction of the combustion-chamber volumo
has been swept through by autoignition flames, but a rela-
tively large end zone remains in which the charge has not
yet been ignited either by spark-ignited flame or by auto-
ignition. In frame E-9 the entire end zone darkens aIightly
as if autoignit ion began to occur simult a.neoualy throughout
its entire vohmm. In the same frame there appears a chm-
acteristic bhmring of the right-hand side of the chamber such
as was showc in referenco 3 to accompany knock. This blur
is readtiy recognized by comparing corresponding parts of
frames E-8 and E–9. The next frame shows evidence of an
exceedingly violent knock, and the mot tied zone is corn-
pletaly obliterated by frame E-11. D@~ the frames of
row F, a considerable amount of dense smoke -was released
by the knocking reaction; this smoke is designated by the
letter S in frame F–3. The extremely rapid frame-to-frame
changes in the configuration of smoke and luminous gases
seen in the frames of row F were caused by the violent
swirling and bouncing of the gases, as may be clearly seen
when the frames are projected on a screen as a motion pic-
ture. Some deflection of the st ellite mirror on the piston
top occurs because of loca.1 high-pressure regions, and the

rapid frame-to-frame changes probably are partly caused by
this deflection.

Figure- 8 is the pressure-time record for the combustion
process photographed in figure 7. As on the previous pres-
sure records, there is no visurd evidence of. the occurrence of
autoignition on the trace, although the rate of. pressure rise
must undoubtedly be affected by the autoignition. Knock
occurred at a point indicated on the trace at which the rapid
pressure fluctuations begin. The knock is exceedingly vio-
lent as may be judged by the ma&nitucle of the pressure
fluctuations. The pressure amplitude of the kuock.irg ~ibra-
tion is more than twice as great as the tot i-d pressure rise
caused by the combustion prior to knock.

Ln the 87 records of the combustion of S+ reference fuel.
obtained in this inmstiga~ion, pin-point. autoignitioti ap-
peared when the inlet-air temperatures and peak corupressiou
pressures were near the highest obtainable with the apparatus
and was inmria.bly followed by a alight homogeneous auto-
ignition, which in turn was f&ovred by a tiolent knock.

From a visual standpoint, the pir-point autoignition
shown in figures 3, 5, and 7 is remarkably similar. The
autoignited flames are indist inguiihable from spark-ignited
flames except for origin ancl dent. The flame speed of the
autoignited flames seems to be the normal flame speed
prevailing at the time the autoignitions occur. The fit
point of autoignition appears fairly early in the combustion
with the subsequent appearance of additional points of
autoignition at appare~tly random times and places up to
the time the whole end zone is idlamecl. The increased.rate
of pressure rise caused by the appearance of pk-point auto-
ignition is brought about so gradually that no irregularity in
the pressure rise, such as might cause an audible smmd in a
running engine, is produced. The occurrence of pin-point”- ‘“
autoignition appeara to constitute an extensiori of normal -
burning such as would result from flrhg additional spar! .._
plugs at. the location and times of inception of the points of
autoignition.

The reason for the appearance of autoignition at thipar-
t.icular points observed is not clear, although a number of
possibilities can be suggested. A first. possibility is that,
because the fuel and air are not thoroughly mixed, the igni-
tion occurs in the regions possessing the fuel-air ratio most
likely to igtite at the particular temperature and pressure
encountered. A second possibilityy is that the autoi@ition —
occurs on particles suspended in the end gas, which serve as
points of ignition. Such particles might be carbon, liquid
fuel, ofl, or atmospheric dust; and ignition cotild probably be
caused by thermal or cataIytic. action on the surface of the
particles.

Homogeneous autoignition with knook.-A high-speed
motion picture of the combustion of Y14 reference fuel is
shown in iigure 9. Frame A-1 was taken 219 frames afhy. . .
the ignition of the charge. Only three flames appear; no
burning rsmdt-ed from the spark plug at F. The slow prog~
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FIIWEIE9.—Hfgh+peed motion IMure of combuetfon of M-4 referenee fod showing extensive development of homogeneous outolgoitlon foflowed by violent fmmk.

FIOCP.E 10.—Prmstrre-tfme recarrl of combustion of M-4 reference fuel eorrespadfng to flgme9.
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rms of the three flames toward the center of the combustion
chamber is readily appa.rent in rowa A through C. The first
evidence of autoignition appwws as a dark region pointed
out by the WTOWin frame D-6. In the foI.Iowing frmnes this
dark region grows rapidly in extent, not by a regular prop-
agation of flame from the initial darkened region, but by
the gradual appemanc.e of additional darkened areas near,
but not inLimat.ely connected with, the first darkened region.
By the time frame E-2 is reached, burning is in progress
throughout most of the combustion-chamber volume. The
uninflated gas is confined to the remaining white region on
the left-hand side of. the field of view with its entire right-
hand extremity formed by an autoignited flame front.. In
frames E–2 to E-6 this autoignited flame front moves toward
the left with a speed considwably greater than the normal
flame speed. In frames E-6 to E-8 a secondary homogeneous
autoignition occurs throughout the entire remaining volume
of unintlamed gas. This secondary homogeneous” auto-
ignition closely resembles the less extensive homogeneous
autoignition seen in references 1 and 2. A violent. knock
took place after the exposure of frame E-8 and the entire
mott]ed region was cleared away in the next two frames. A
quantity of smoke appeam in the end zone immediately after
lmoc.k. Very rapid changes in the configuration of the
smoke in frames E-1O ancl E-1 1 and the frames of row.. F
indicate the violent swirling and vibration of the gas set
up by the knock.

The pressure-time record accompanying the combust.iori
process shown in figure 9 is presented in figure 10. The trace
shows that. the rate of pressure rise was very small except
during a short int.erva.l before knock. If frame E–9 of figure
9 is taken as the time of knock, theu the time of exposure of
frame D-6 is indicated on the pressure trace by the verticaI
line marked “beginning of homogeneous autoignition.”
Several rapid increases in the rate of pressure rise are seen
between the vertical line and the knock, These increases in
rate of pressure rise probably correspond to the increased
rate .of burning caused by the several homogeneous auto-
ignitions.

Another illustration of the occurrence of homogeneous
&utoignition with 31+ reference fuel is shown in figure 11.
Frame A-1 was taken 169 frames after the ignihion of the
charge. The first evidence of homogeneous aut.oignition
occurs in frame C-1 in the general region indicated by the
arrow. The autoignition rapidly appears in other regions
in subsequent frames untti in frame E-1 th entire field of
view is covered by mot t.lcd zone, and apparently the whole
cylinder charge is affame either by autoignition or by spark
ignition. The gas in the chamber continues to burn until
about frame E-9 when knock takes place. The mot tied
region is completely cleared by frame F-4, whereas subse-
quent-frames show the development of considerable smoke,
especially near the edge of the combustion chamber.

The pressure-time record corresponding to figurr 11 is
given in figure 12. The knock is indicated on Lhe trace aud
is taken to correspond in t.imc to frame E=-9. The mrticd
line, termed “beginning of l~omogcncous autoigni[ionj”
corresponds in time to [he l.wginning of autoiguitim in
frame. C -1. IVo+apfcl change in ralc of pressure r%c iccurs
until about the tim~ indicated on LIN’prrmurc [race, whirh
corr-wponds approximately LOframe E-1. TIM ef~ccLof W
au toignit ion from frame C-1 LOE-1 is thcrcforc very small,
but from E–1 to the time of knock thc autoignition incrcascs
the rate of pre9sure rise manyfold.

The justification for select.ion of frame E+ as W poinL
of ~oc~ in figures 9 and 11 may noL bc tipptircnt to an in-
experienced observer. For both figures tlw selection was
made ~grtly on the basis of the mtrcmcly rupid frnmc-to-
frame. di&t.egration of the mot tlcd combustion zone LhULis
seen in .m”mparison of frame E-8 wiih frame E-9, frame E-9
with frame E–10, frame E-1O with franw E-1 1, and so on.
No comparably rapid disintegration of L.ht’mot L1wlromlmY-
t.ion zone can be seen in a comparison of framr E-7 wiLll
frame- E-8 or frame E-6 with frame E-7, or in cmnpmison
of any two successive framw prcccding frame E-6. l’hc
selection wtis further based on observation of (1LCphotograpl~+
as motion picturw on a screen, which imlicatcd that k
vibration of the gazes is act up at frame E-9 in oarh rasc,
Tlw dependability of this meLhod of selecting the point of
knock relative to the high-speed photographs was shown in
referenc~ 3. In that reference the motiou+icturc frwnc
selected by this method was shown to coincidu chronologi-
cally with the onset of gas vibrations within onr mo[ ion-
picture frame,

The appearance of mottled regi~ns in the eud gas a conside-
rable time in advance of the increased ra te of pressure rise on
the pressure trace, as shown in Ilgure 11, is in harmony with
the idea that the combustion process takes a rolativc]y long
time forits completion. This.idea wm.advanced in refwcnco
3, wherein, for nornd combustion, the pressuro rise wtis
shown to continue as long-as any of the ULOttlcd zone N-m
apparent. The autoignited burning ~owg in frames ~-l
to E–1 of iiguie ii tipparently represents the ini( ia! stages
of the combustion process in which sufficient. hoaL is rclcascd
to set up detectable temperature gradienLs, but no appre-
ciable pressure rise results from the releaso of this heat.
l?rom fikme E–1”on, ho~<everj the autoignit.ed combustion
has reizched a sufficiently advanced stage thaL the heat
releas~d from it is enough to effect the rate of pressuro riso )
appreciably. The pressure is evidently still rising n~pidly
a.t the time the knock occurs at approximately franle E-9,
thus indicating that the combustion is not complelod tit. Lhc
time of the knock. f

A comparison of figures 10 and 12 shows LhaLthe presaurc-
time records have very simiIar pressure profiles up to [ho
time of knock. The autoignit ion of figure 11 is in progrms for
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a considerable time before a definite effect on the pressure
trace is visible, whereas-the autoignition of figure 9 affects the
pressure trace ahnost immediately upon its inception. The
similarity of the pressure profdes, however, suggests that the
actual combustion processes represented by figures 9 and 11
are similar. The apparent, differences_ in the two pictures
might be explained as being caused by uncontrollable changes
in the apparatus. Both the total amount of light pm.sing
to the camera and the scldieren sensitivity of the opticrd
system are subject to some variation from one photograph
to another because of the small uncontrolled motions of the
stellite mirror on the moving piston. top. The sch “ ren
sensitivity and exposure. of figure 11 might have ? een
sufficiently different from those of figure 9 to allow the de tec-
tion of considerably smaller ‘temperature-gradients in. figure
11. The autoigniti.on photographed in figure 11 is apparently
seen in an earlier stage of combustion than that photographed
in figure 9. In figure 9, combustion. in the autoignited zcme
becomes visible only when the rate of heat release has become
large enough to affect. the generaI pressure rise L.any auto-
igniting combustion process prior to. tw was undetected.

Th.engine conditions under which such extensive homo-
geneous autoignition with M+ fuel appears em high inlet-air
temperatures. and high peak ~~mpression pressures. The
fact that no pin-point. autoigmtlon appeared is apparently
at tribu table to the chemical structure of the fuel, With
inlet-air temperatures of 4000 F and over and peak compres-
sion pressures of 190 pounds per square inch absolute and
over, 13 of the 16 records exhibitecL extensive homogeneous
autoignitions similar to those shown in figures 9 and 11.

The onIy fuel of the four used with which the homogeneous
autoignition appeared in great extent was M+l reference fuel.
Homogeneous autoignition was definitely observed with S-4
reference fuel, but never appeared more than four motion-
picture frames in advance of knock. No homogeneous
a,utoignition was observed with either benzene or 2,2,3-
trimethylbut ane. It seems likely that S-4 fuel would show
more extensive homogeneous autoignition under higher
inlet-air temperatures and peak compression pressures than
those used, and perhaps the other two fuels might also show
homogeneous autoignition under rnuc.h higher pealc com-
pression pressures and inlet-air temperatures.

The reaaon for the occurrence of homogeneous autoignition
is probably the same. as the reason originally postulated .ta
account for knock on the simple au toignition themy. That

is, when the temperature of the unignitod end gas rises
abme the ignition temperature becnusc of adidm(ic com-
pression, spontaneous combustion is set up in the end gas
after an appropriate ignition kg, The effect of this simul-
taneous combustion throughout a large end zone is to cause
an appreciable incrmse in the rata of pressure rise. TIM
imcreascd rate. of. premura rise, however, is not sufllci CUL LO

cause the pressure fluctuation accompanying tltc knocking
reaction, as is evident from figure 10. The discontinuity,
which oc.cum at the time of knock, shows that the mt.c of
pressure rise. resulting in the gas tibrfitions is very tnuc~

greater than the greatest rate of pressure rise caused hy the
preceding stages of autoignition.

I?igurc 13 is thought to be a high-sped motion picture of
the combustion of a blend of 31-4 reference furl tmd bcumnc
obtained under very high inlet-uir temperature and peak
compression pressure. After all the 11-4 pictures h}id bum
taken, the 11-4 fuel was removed from the fucI systwn and
repIaced with benzen~ and the peak compression prwsuro
was increased ta a value calculated to produce pin-poinL
autoigdion in the. benzene. When tlm wgine was fired,
however, the violent knock shmvn in fqgurcs 13 and 14 took
place. Some 11-4 fuel was probably trapped in t.hc fucl-
injection nozzle and was rmponsible. for thti knocking comb-
ustion. Subsequent shots gave the. charact wistic normal
lmrning of .henzene. Figure 13 therefore represents the. com-
bustion of either h14 reference fuel, or a blend of il~
reference fuel and benzene, at considcmbly higher inh?L-air
tempera~ure and. peak compression pressure than had lweu
intended ( table I).

Frame A-1 was taken approximrtteIy 1325 .microscconde
after the ignition of the charge by four spark plugs, a timo
interval equivalent to that coverccl by 53 fmmcs, All tht!
frames reproduced in figure 13 were mposcd whilc the cwmcra
shutter was in the “process of opening; t.hc 6rsL fcw frames of
row A were the first frames to be exposed on the film, An
inspection of frame A-7, at least on the miginal ncgnt ivc,
shows thaL the flame from each of the four spfirk phlgs had

already. become visible, the flame at posilion F being tho
most clevelopod and. t,h~ flame rit position E being least

developed. ID frames B.-1 to C-1 a dmk cloud clovclopcd
near the flarm at position B and spread vrry rtipidly and
regularly throughout the combustion chamber. lVhen (1)c
pictures are @served on the motion-picture screen, the &d-

TABLE I

OPERATING CONDITIONS AND RESULTS OF AUTQI.GN1TION AND KNQCK TES’JX
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- - .-. .- . . .
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FIGrJEX13.-Hfgh+peed motion pktme ef combnetlon of M-4 rdermce fud under extremely eewrseuglne condhneshowing propegEW homogeneous tmtoignltlon endwvem knock.
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FIGrnE 14.-Pre.seure-tIme remraof mrnbostbn of blend C4M-i reference fuel and bsn?.ene corresponding to figure 13. UnnwellY eevere engine condkicms m’ev?dling.

vance of the dark cloud has every appearance of a spatially
progressive flame propagated at an ‘&tremely high speed
throughout the combustion chamber and the violent bounc-
ing of the gases initiated by knock is seen to begin imme-
diately after this flame has completed its travel throughout
the &amber. That the spread of this dark cloud is not
exactly in the form of a high-speed flame propagation, how-
ever, is seen from a frame-by-frame examination of the pic-

tures. In an examination of frames B-1 to C-1, it wilI be
seen that the dark cloud never has a sharply defined front
and it will be observed that several dark regions develop
ahead of the advancing cloud and ara overtaken by it. The
average speed of the advancing cloud, determined by the
method explained in reference 5, taking the focal-plane-
shutter effect of the camera into account, is 1900 feet per
second. .

—
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The authors have concluded from their study of frames
B-1 to C-1 of figure 13.that the wild flame traveling through
the combustion chamber in these frames at a speed of 1900
feet. per second is actua~y a borderline case between homo-
geneous rmtoignit.ion and a detonation wave. The speed of
1900 feet per second is in the neighborhood of the speed of
sound in the unignited gas, but less than the speed of sound
in the fully burned gas. Apparent.ly at the time this wild
ffame propagate-d throughout the chamber, the entire
chamber contents were ready to undergo homogeneous auto-
ignition, Conditions being, by chance, very slightly more
severe in the immediate vicinity of the flame proceeding from
the spark plug in B position, the homogeneous autoignition
started first in this position. The increased temperature and
the compression of the adjacent gases by the autoigniting
gases in the vicinity of the spark plug in B position served to
spread the- autoignition progressively from this position.
The fact that the autoignition could spread in this manner,
at a speed approximating the speed of sound in the autoig-
niting gases and with a very difhse propagation fro]lt, may
indicate a moderate rate of heat release during the early
qtiges of autoignition as compwwd with the rate of heat.
~dease in the front of a detonation wave.
1 Upon examination of framea C-1 and C-2 of fi.guro 13 it

tyill be seen that the over-all appearance of frame C–1 is one
of dark mottlingl whereas tb over-all appearance of frame.
C-2 is fairly white. In reference 5 it is shown that a uniform
change throughout the entire area of the picture, occurring
between one frame and the next, was ezqiained by a spatially.
progrewive change traveling across the picture in the direc-
tion from the previously taken framsa toward the later-taken
frames at a speed approximating the speed of the focal-plane
shutter of the camera. In the case of figure 13 the ratio of
image size on the origiil il.rn to the actual size of the com-
bustion chamber was 0:0342 and the speedaf the focal-plane.
shutter on the film was 251 feet per second. The fairly
uniform change throughout the entire area of frame C-2 rela-
tive to frame C-1 therefore indicates that the white&ng of
the field of view traveled across frame C-2 from left to righL-
at a speed of about 75oO feet pm second referred to actual
combustion-chamber scale. It may therefore be concluded-
that a detonation wave traveled across the combustion
chamber during the exposure of frame C-2 approximately in
the opposite direction to the travel of the wild flame in frames
B-1 tomC-1 and at a rate of about 7500 feet per second.

This spceci is of the same order as knocking detonation-wave
speeds of 65OO feet per second and 6800 feet per second

determined in references 5 and 7, req.mctively.
Cmeful comparison of frames B-7 and C–1 indicates” that

the wild flame has completed its travel throughout all parts
of the combustion chamber before the exposure of frame C-1.
In frame B-7 the flame from the spark plug in position E
appears shaqdy defined. In frame C-1 this flame is no

longer so sharply tied, an indication that the wiId flame
from the B position has begun to merge with the flame from
the E position in frame C-1. It appears, therefore, as haa

been observed in references 3, 4, 5, and 7 that the hocking
reaction probably originates in”previously inflamrd g!scs.

The pressure-time trace corresponding to f~ure 13 is shown
in fi~re 14. The knock occurred quickly afLer the t.imo of
spark ignition and before amy porccp t.iblc rise in prwsurc duu
to normal combustion had taken place. Considering (ho
time of knock to correspond with frame C-2, LIWverlicnl
line marked “beginning of autoignition” in f~mc 14 cmrw-
ponds to tho start of tho wild flame propagation iu frame
B–1 i ‘-”Tlie rapid rise in pressure bchvmn ihc vcriical line
and knock is e’ridently caused by the passage of [hc NW
autoignition flame across ho combustion chamber, indicat-
ing that this wiId autoignition flame actually is a form of
combustion releasing a significant. amount. of 11(wL in [I1o
gases, The violent pressure ffuct uat ions beginning at the
position c1esignated knock were probably SCLup by lhc rapid
reaction occurring at frame C-2 of figure 13. (See rcfcr-
ence3.) ,

Knook without autoignition,--Anothcr higll-speed motion
picture of the combustion of E&4 reference fuel is prc9culd
in figure 15. I?mme A-1 was exposed about 130 frames afLc*r 1
the ig~tion of the charge at four spark plugs. The fhmws
develop in a perfectly regular manner throughou( frmncs
A–1 to F–2 with no sign of either pin-point. auLoigniticm or
homogeneous autoignit.ion. In frmnc F-3 the arm of tht
unignit ed end zone is suddcrdy diminished by rapid progres-
sion of the flamo fronts. and :the mot thx.i zone shows the
characteristic blurred appearance, which was prcvio udy
found to be intimately connec@d with Lhc inccptiol] of &
knocking reaction (refercmcc 3). No autcignition is visibk
in frame F-3. In frame F-4 the mottled zone adjacent. LO
the unignitcd end gas is obliterated by the knock rcac Lion
and the end gas still shows no- change. “1’hoknock rmc[ion
may have consumed the end gas at. about the time of esposurc
of frame F-4, but, if so, the combustiomtithe cud gas must
have occurred in a very short time relative to the 25-micro-
second period of exposure in frame. F-4. If a significant
amount of burning had occurred in the end zone, the rcsulting
expansion would have caused an outward mo Lion of ihr
mottled zones bordering the end zone insLetid of the rapid
progression of the mot t.lcd zone into the cnd zouc m actually
observed. This rapid advancement indicates that the cnd
zone was actually compressed by the rtipidly burning gnscs
all around it. In the “next frame (F-5) practically all tlw
mottled zone has- been -elimimdwi, while subsequent fmmcs
show the violent swirling and bouncing of tho burned gases
caused by the knock.

The pressure-time trace for this comlmst ion cycle is
presented in figur~ ]6, The onset of tho knocking vibra[iol~
was extremely abrupt; no peculiarities in the ralc of pressure
rise prior to the knock can be seen. The knock was viokmt.,
as is shown by the fact that the pressure amplitudo of thr
knocking vibration was considerably greater than the total
pressure rise capsed by the combustion preceding the knock.

The development of knock in the mottled combustion
zone without any preceding autoignit ion of tho end gas is
clearly shown in Egure 15. Chemical react-ions undetected
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FIOCBE16.—High-epeed motion pktnre of combustion of S-4 reference fnel showfng wenrrenee of violent knock preeeded by no fmtolgnltion of any kind.

FIGmE 16.—Premure-tfme record of mmbnetfon of S-4 reference fuel mrrespondlng to fl&ure15.

by the camera may have occurred in the end zone before the. figure indicates that violent knock cmi develop in the burning
exposure of frsme F-3, but if so they released little heat as gas independently of any form of end-zone autoignitio5––-–
compared with the autoignitions seen in other figures. The observable with the test equipment.
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Relation of autoignition to knock.-As has been shown
previously, knock bears about the same relation to pin-point
autoignition aa it does to the normal burning ignited by
sparks. That is to say, Jmock mayor may not occur in the
premnce of pin-point autoignition, depending mostly upon
the nature of the fuel. The engine conditions conducive
to the occurrence of pin-point autdgnition are also conducive
to knock, so that the phenomenon occurring first is deter-
mined by the relative propensities of the fuel to autoignite
or to knock. Benzene, 2,2,3-trimet.hylbutane, and S4
fuels all produce pin-point autoignition at similar engine
conditions, but the knocking propensities of these fuels under
these same conditions are markedly different. The benzene
could not be made to knock at the highest peak compression
pressure and inlehair temperature avaiIable, The 2,2,3-
trimethylbutane knocked lightly at the most severe conditions
available, and the S4 knocked with extreme violence under
similar conditions. Violent knock without the observed
occurrence of pin-point au toignition was .obtained in the
case of S4 (fig. 15). Pin-point autoignition was observed.. ..
both with benzene and with 2,2,3-trimethylbut.ane without
any sign of vibratory knock. Pin-point autoignition and
knock therefore seem to be completely distiict phenomena
either of which may occur independently of the other.

EIomogeneous autoignition cannot be so definitely isolated
from knock as pin-point autoignition. Violent knock with
S-4 fuel involving a Iarge unburned end zone has been
observed without any trace of homogeneous autoignition
(fig. 15). Almost every case of homogeneous autoignition
so far observed with the NACA high-speed camera has been
followed by heavy knock. A recent photograph not in-
cluded in this paper, however, shows homogeneous auto-
ignition without vibratory knock. The extent and dura-
tion of homogeneous aukignition before the occurrence of
knock has been seen to vary over wide limits. Figure 11
shows a very extensive development of homogeneous auto-
igniticm far in advance of the knock. Other records of the
combustion of M4 are on hand in which homogeneous
autoignition developed throughout a relatively large end
zone no more than one frame before knock occurred. Figure
7 shows the development of homogeneous autoigniticm iu
frame E-9 almost simultaneously with the development of
knock, but homogeneous autcrignition has been observed to
occur with S4 fuel as far as four frmnes before the knock.
Even with the same fuel, viohmt knock can therefore be
produced in the presence of homogeneous autoignition of
widely varying extent and stage of development.

In all high-speed photographs in which the origin of knock
could be located, the origin has been shown to be in a portion
of the charge that appeared already inflamed. (See refer-
ences 3, 5, and 7.) The homogeneous autoignition, with its
rapid development of a large voh.nne of inflamed gas, would
seem, therefore, to offer increased opportunity for the knock
to occur. Also, the rapid rise in pressnre that a~o~pania
the autoignition is conducive to the development of knock,
The homogeneous autoignition sets the stage for the knock
to take place by rapidly bringing about the conditions
favorable to the knocking reaction. It should be noted

again, however, that violent knock may take placo in the
presence of unburned end zones without any previous signs
of autoignition whatsoever. While knock, therefore, does
not require the presence of homogeneous nut.oignitionj Lho
development of homogeneous autoignit ion favors Lhc oc-
currence of knock.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions appear justified by the data
presented:

1. The knocking reaction has been obtained indeprndcudy
of either observed pin-point autoignition or homogwwous
autoignition.

2. Pin-point autoignition may occur indepemkmtly of lhu
knocking reaction.

3. The knocking reaction may occur at various stages in
the development of homogeneous autoignition,

4. High inlet-air tsmperaturc and preasurc arc condurivc
to the occurrence of both pin-point autoignition and honw-
geneous autoignition.

5. The occurrence of knock, pin-point autoigni[ion, or
homogeneous autoignition under given engine conditions
varies great.Iy with fuel type.

AIRCRA~ ENGINE RESEARCH LABOR.4TOItY,

hT~’rIoNAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AerOnaUtiCS,

CLEVELAND, OHIO, February 1(?,lt?#.
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